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- I3P research director Shari Lawrence Pfleeger is quoted in an article on the challenges of public/private collaboration in securing our cyber infrastructure.
- SRI’s Ulf Lindqvist warns of vulnerabilities in smart grid technology.
- David Niccol of the University of Illinois speaks on the complexities of cyber war and also on the difficulties in identifying the origin of attacks.
  http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=fog-of-cyber-warfare
  http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=tracking-cyber-attackers
- University of Massachusetts, Amherst’s Anna Nagurney co-authored an op-ed on the subject of nuclear medicine supply chain assurance.
- Greg Shannon, chief scientist of the CERT program at Carnegie Mellon, has had his work highlighted in an article on anticipating cyber security events.
  http://www.technologynow.com/computing/37967?sa=f
- Dartmouth’s Tuck School of Business professor Eric Johnson discusses the decline of “big box stores” as Best Buy scales back their stores.
  http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/la-fi-best-buy-bigbox-20110622,0,4357597.story
- Seymour Goodman, Dan Breznitz, and Michael Murphee of Georgia Tech have had their work highlighted in an IEEE magazine article, “Ubiquitous Data Collection: Rethinking Privacy Debates.”
  http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=05875944
- I3P research director Shari Lawrence Pfleeger interviews Indiana University principal research scientist Kelly Caine in the second installment of the I3P podcasts series.
  http://www.theth3p.org/media/podcasts.html